LAHAINA LUNA

D^4 G^4 D^6
I am going to the island of the valleys
D^2 G^6 G^m2 A^7 4 D^4 A^7 4
To Lahaina, Lahaina Luna

D^4 G^4 D^6
Where the mountains are green you will find me
D^2 G^6 G^m2 A^7 4 G^2 Gm2 D^4
In Lahaina, Lahaina Luna

G^8 D^8
(Cho.) They say that Maui no ka oi and I agree
E^7 4 A^7 E^7 A^7 A^7 A^7 4
‘Cause Maui no ka oi is the only place for me!

D^4 G^4
That’s where you’ll find me
D^8
Down by the seaside
A^7 8
Watching the moonlight
D^8
The twinkling starlight
A^7 8
The morning sunrise
D
The golden sunset
A^7 8 A/2 A^7 4 G^2 Gm2 D (To Chorus)
In Lahaina, Lahaina Luna

G Gm D
Revise to tag
on the